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The trap-box I.  

for The Fictional VolunTier Project 

by goura fotadar 

 

10.12.17 

A trap-box is like a rest spot  

and perhaps again. 

[another level of built-in surveillance] 

The contemplation of rest-spots for func. Outdoors-outside 

Homeless people. I was seated 

In an outdoors free work-space 

Area; so that I could eat 

My snack which is a bit [this that a snack] 

Precarious for the indoors; especially in this indoor form of space. The outdoor this portion of space is 

set-up as a viewing in trap-box with semi-limited external to it view. If you sleep out here; effectively 

you would be something like equivalently homeless; but with a set-up rest spot: since there’s no roof to 

the outdoor provision; unless they had a temporary roof during the rainy month’s || reign || ||onto|| 
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in the tradition of this geography’s climate [this]; the space is virtually un-useable-like most non-

regulated or should be something akin to non-regulated effective rest spots. {{Of course you t’reader 

must here be aware of the fact: that regulations regulated are only a problem when the regulators 

aren’t actually authorities and no matter what it seems it says and depictions sau[ou]ght of sight count 

here as seems too; otherwise they [regulations, regulated] are actualized and helpful}}  How to get 

through the rain. Well, don’t ask the local “p.d.” and such “authorities” because they don’t give a hoot.  

bizo. forensic theme: uh, our life is not your respon-sibility ;  

theme: think siblings 

even if we don’t don the exact version that of “uniform” . 

while homeless, outdoors [seams like clothes] relevant in i.q. to this level of surveillance as a trap-box.  

Perhaps; this is very determining of former completed undergraduate univer-sity. You approach a 

version, trap-box: this one you can see into: if you stay sort of, nearby the trapbox. 

10.14.17 through its mirror-like but heavy doors; but on stylistic notes; it’s not as if mirrors can’t be 

heavy; and windows; when the trap-box has been left: it is still peek a-ble into without additional 

perhaps more technological ? surveillance; the heaviness of the door prevents any hopeful? thieves 

from running away with your belongings while you are still close enough physically to the trap-box; and 

if there are in fact: other people in the trap-box: pick through which you think would not steal your 

belongings and as a side assignment:  

 

you might want to as a practice 

of security assess quickly  

groups of people-beings you are in;  

and guess which might or 

Might not steal your stuff: 

And stuff in general;  

You might want to test this 

out with less significant 

Stuff and-or stuff that 

Is ease-ably replace-able; 

And see if your guess- 
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Hypothesis is true; and then 

As a basic science experiment update your guess[es] hypotheses to match the verification of what 

actually happened: you might be able to develop identifications/ shared identifications that are 

connected to not-stealing and vice-versa;  

 

 


